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During the past two decades particularly, there has been incredible growth in the telecommunication industry which evolved
the demand for real time applications. Mobile grids and internet service providers are offering competitive real time services to
customers in order to fulfil their daily demands. Nowadays, WiMAX has become a key player in telecommunication industry for
providing cost effective communication solutions to customers residing in developed and underdeveloped regions. Moreover, a
significant role of WiMAX technology is to fill the gap between the first-world and third-world countries. WiMAX technology
offers affordable low cost wireless multimedia services to its customers by using point to multipoint propagation methods. Over
the past few years, the problem of white spots in WiMAX grids has been reported in the literature extensively. Consequently, this
issue has got a lot of attention from researchers. In order to disentangle the phenomenon of white spots, a novel algorithm based on
time efficient cognitive vertical handoff scheme has been presented in this paper. The proposed algorithm is based upon principles
of cognitive heterogeneous wireless grids. The simulation results have shown that the proposed algorithm is a promising candidate
to overcome the problem of white spots in mobile WiMAX grids.

1. Introduction
The WiMAX radio frequency technology for Wireless Metropolitan Area Network (WMAN) grid is based upon principle
of IEEE 802.16-2004 standard [1]. WiMAX IEEE 802.162004 standard has become a good and affordable alternative
against fixed lines wired grid like Public Switched Telephone
Network (PSTN) and is an attractive replacement for cord
and Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) utilities. WiMAX IEEE
802.16e standard is capable of providing association among
static Base Transceiver Stations (BTS) along with mobile

gadgets. High speed handoff is feasible for end users located
in rapidly moving transport by using IEEE 802.16e standard,
which entirely holds the mobility of mobile users [1–3].
Through practicing Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA), WiMAX can accommodate multipath execution for near line of sight intercommunication.
One enhanced feature of WiMAX IEEE 802.16e standard
endures Scalable Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple
Access (SOFDMA), which basically restricts the interference
between different end users and can accommodate high data
rate applications and enhances scalability as well. Quality
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of Service (QoS) and security are the two fundamental
requirements in WiMAX grid. WiMAX can provide pervasive, point to point, and point to multipoint broadcasting
by using flexile engineering and better encryption methods.
WiMAX is very flexible in terms of requiring less time for
the deployment of the grid. Moreover, WiMAX is capable of
providing interoperability between different vendor’s devices
and portability with existing grids. The usage of higher
modulation and channel bandwidth methods allow WiMAX
to accommodate its users with high capacity [2–7].

2. Background of WiMAX
WiMAX forum has proposed different WiMAX standards.
One of the key features of initial WiMAX standard IEEE
802.16a is that it can be executed in licensed and unlicensed frequency bands and has a frequency band spectrum
range from 2 to 11 GHz. In IEEE 802.16a WiMAX standard
transceiver antennas of source and destination devices do not
require direct line of sight between each other as the devices
operate in low frequency ranges. WiMAX forum introduced
IEEE 802.16b standard for providing good quality to real time
voice and data services customers. It has operating frequency
band range from 5 to 6 GHz. WiMAX IEEE 802.16c standard
allows interoperability between different vendor devices and
gadgets and has an operating frequency band range from 10
to 66 GHz [3, 8].
For compliance testing amongst different vendor devices,
WiMAX forum proposed much improved and well equipped
version of IEEE 802.16a standard known as IEEE 802.16d.
Lastly, IEEE 802.16e standard by WiMAX forum suggests
nonline of sight communication in a wider broadcasting area.
It also provides the capability to mobile users to communicate
moving at vehicular speeds [3].
“White spots” are basically the operation situated in the
WiMAX grid broadcasting that has nil broadcasting from
the serving base station(s) due to undefined and unexpected
events. In the literature white spots are also named as blind
spots [9], black spots [10], and hot spots [11] where grid
broadcasting is not available to WiMAX subscribers. WiMAX
broadcasting area cannot be marked with exact certainty on
the topographical depiction as white spots are not precisely
located on the atlas. Two primary ways for surveying the
broadcasting region of a WiMAX grid are presented in
subsequent sections [3].
2.1. Empirical Model. Empirical model is the first model
that supports the principle of trial based installation and is
equipped with empirical measurements. Statistical tools used
by empirical model are used to perform in-depth analysis of
data rate of a particular broadcasting area of a WiMAX grid.
The models based on easy principles of empirical modeling
fail to detect white spots in the WiMAX broadcasting area.
The principle of statistical probability is followed by empirical
modeling which fails to provide accuracy for WiMAX base
station sites. Hence empirical modeling fails to provide
the appropriate link budget plan for the commissioning of
WiMAX base stations [3, 12].
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2.2. Site Specific Model. The second type of model is known
as site specific model and is based on deterministic methods.
The broadcasting area of WiMAX grid is analyzed by software
tools. This model is able to detect the exact position of the
target on the atlas by using tools like Global Positioning
System (GPS). Further, site specific model does not follow
the theory of probability and uses software. But, the hurdles
located in topographical region cannot be traced by this site
specific model, which is the potential source of communication obstruction. The interruption is due to the influence
of multipath and fading signals received at the destination
which is caused by the reflection of signals from the obstacles
present in their path. If the transmitted direct signal and the
obstructed signal reach the destination at the same time, then
both signals will cancel each other due to 180-degree phase
shift. Ultimately, due to cancellation of transmitted signal
and obstructed signal, the destination will receive no signal.
Software maps based on GPS are used to gather information
about dry and wet areas of topographical regions. The ray
tracing or ray launching algorithms used in deterministic
software model are supported by homogeneous geometrical
theory of diffraction. The broadcasting spectrum of WiMAX
differs from other wireless technologies with respect to its
equipped features. In near line of sight intercommunication,
the performance and result accuracy of site specific or deterministic software model are much better than the statistical
empirical model which is based on calculations derived from
Maxwell’s theory. Hence under this contemporary condition,
the site specific or deterministic software model has the
upper hand in terms of more accurate results as compared
to empirical or statistical model [3, 12].
Figure 1 has two parts, where part (a) shows a general
broadcasting model [12] and part (b) shows a specialized
WiMAX broadcasting model [12]. White spots are not present
in the simple broadcasting area which is also referred to as
a general broadcasting model. White spots are present in
WiMAX grid broadcasting area. It was practically proven by
telecom hardware equipment vendors through commissioning and measuring the Received Signal Strength Indicator
(RSSI) of single base station in WiMAX grid. This illustrates
that the WiMAX technology can be used during line of
sight (LoS) communication in Metropolitan Area Network
(MAN) grids deployed in cities but it is not feasible for near
line of sight (NLoS) communication. During testing some
noncoverage network area (NLoS WiMAX grid broadcasting
area commissioned in thickly inhabited urban surroundings),
some white spots were reported due to obstructions and
obstacles present in the path between the transmitting and
receiving station as shown in Figure 1(b) [3, 12].
During the test an omnidirectional antenna equipped
with spectrum analyzer was utilized at destination site. Coverage up to 30 km can be obtained in LoS scenario for reliable
communication. Coverage up to 5 km can be obtained in
NLoS scenario. In the event of testing NLoS communication
mode, not all of the receivers present in the WiMAX base
station coverage area were receiving transmissions. White
spots in the WiMAX broadcasting area can be identified
from these noncoverage areas or empty spots, where base
station RSSI has not been received at the WiMAX receivers.
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Figure 1: WiMAX Coverage Model [12].

After recording these practical results it was noted that
the RSSI values being calculated on the basis of theoretical
deterministic software models differ from the actual obtained
results. Hence the outcome of this trial scenario proved that
both empirical and deterministic theoretical models actually
failed to calculate accurate RSSI values for link budget design
used for commissioning WiMAX sites. Different obstructions
and hurdles like skyscrapers, advertisement boards and vegetated areas, and so forth are the major sources of reflection
which result in weaker or no signal availability at some
spaces in the WiMAX broadcasting region. The obstructions
between the base station and the destination result in poor
broadcasting due to lack of signal strength. Even though
the user is using enhanced modulation schemes for data
transmission still a minor movement between the user and
the serving base station can result in signal degradation. Due
to the hurdles like white spots present in the WiMAX broadcasting spectrum, it is quite complex to design a network
based on measurements obtained from software or deterministic models. The crosses in Figure 2 represent white spots in
the broadcasting area of the WiMAX spectrum [3, 12].
In order to have uninterrupted communication between
the base station and the subscriber station and to avoid white
spots in WiMAX grid, the WiMAX operator has to increase
capital expenditure for network deployment. White spot can
be a potential problem and can even lead to call drop in
the event of handoff procedure when the WiMAX subscriber
is roaming and is shifting from one base station to another
to have an established and uninterrupted connectivity with
WiMAX base station. The fast movement of WiMAX mobile
user at vehicular speed is supported by the WiMAX 802.16e
standard. When the WiMAX mobile user is moving at vehicular speed, there is a potential risk of disconnectivity from
WiMAX base station. It is very challenging to reveal the white
spots or no signal areas present in the WiMAX broadcasting
spectrum. Also, in order to prevent the white spots, it is quite

Figure 2: WiMAX coverage [12].

complex to calculate the exact number of required base stations to cover a specific WiMAX broadcasting area through
using some theoretical network planning tools [3, 12].
The propagation of WiMAX broadcasting range exists
differently for indoor, urban, and rural environments. The
broadcasting spectrum encounters different types of obstacles which are the main cause of the signal loss or fading in
WiMAX broadcasting area. The propagation models being
used have limited information regarding the objects present
on the map. For example, in case of an urban environment,
the propagation model only displays the 3D image of the
buildings. The height of the building is set by default,
which could differ from the original height of the building.
This propagation model does not specify the obstacles or
obstructions like trees, billboards, and towers, which can
affect the WiMAX broadcasting area. For designing an indoor
environment, it is essential to plan the number and specific
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size of windows and doors present in the building. Further,
it is very difficult to combine the two databases of urban
and indoor environment because of the limited memory of
standard PC systems [3, 13].
In an indoor environment, the main causes of signal loss
and diffraction are the horizontal walls and the vertical roofs.
The empirical models based on statistical formulas are also
used for WiMAX grid planning. This mainly depends upon
the direct LoS between the transceiver equipment pieces. In
metropolitan environment, the direct beam consists of high
rooftop scattering whereas in the indoor environment the
direct ray includes direct line between the transmitter and the
receiver. In both cases, direct ray cannot be achieved between
the transmitter and the receiver due to the obstructions,
obstacles, and attenuation. Another WiMAX grid planning
model is ray optical model. This requires high computation
and processing time. In most of the cases, 98% of energy
is acquired by two to three rays only for communication
between transmitter and receiver. The rest of the rays are lost
due to obstacles, obstructions, and attenuation between the
transmitter and receiver. Hence the nonsignal broadcasting
area (i.e., also referred to as white spots in the WiMAX grid
broadcasting area) cannot be detected by ray optical model
[3, 13, 14].

3. Related Work
Here, we describe the related work on white spots in WiMAX
grids in detail. We have explained earlier the limitations of
two popular types of WiMAX propagation (i.e., empirical and
site specific) models. The empirical models which basically
rely on statistical tools are used to analyze the broadcasting
area for WiMAX grid. But, unfortunately, the white spots
present in the WiMAX grid broadcasting area cannot be
detected by empirical models. For tracing locations on the
global map, site specific models, which mainly depend upon
specialized propagation tools like Global Positioning System
(GPS), are used. But the site specific model can only find
or trace the location on the map. It is unable to provide
the evidence regarding obstacles or obstructions present on
the earth surface, which results in white spots and further
stimulates the call drop or communication disruption for an
active call [3, 12].
The problem of white spots in WiMAX grid has been
addressed by few researchers. One proposed solution to avoid
white spots has been presented by Gierlowski et al. [12]. They
have proposed that the problem of white spots can be avoided
by using a homogeneous approach based on mesh topology
and commissioning large number of base stations. But by
doing so, the capital expenditure and operational expenses
will increase hysterically, consequently making this solution
nonpractical.
The blind spots also referred to as white spots can be
removed by multipath cellular architecture as discussed by
Al Yusuf and Murshed in [9]. In the suggested idea, a mobile
station while communicating with the wireless network base
station via a single base station should also be connected to
two other base stations. Hence, in the event of appearing blind
spot, the mobile station can initiate handoff to the remaining
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base station present in its range and avoid disconnectivity
from wireless network. Under these circumstances, a large
number of base stations should be commissioned in a
multipath cellular architecture, which is not very suitable to
be used in WiMAX grid.
Zaggoulos et al. [15] have proposed that modulation algorithms which basically rely on adaptive channel modulation
schemes can be used to eliminate the problem of white spots.
In their analysis, the authors have compared the simulation
and experimental results obtained for downlink Packet Error
Rate (PER). It has been reported that results of soft and hard
implementation of the proposed idea significantly differ from
each other. According to authors, it is not possible to eliminate the white spots present in wireless broadcasting areas
even with the use of well enhanced modulation algorithms
in real time scenario. Chadwani et al. have argued about
the use of relay stations [10] in wireless grids to eliminate
the problem of black/white spots present in the broadcasting
area of wireless grids for performance enhancement. For the
transmission of data from source to destination, the authors
have proposed a solution in the form of relay stations for
relaying information from source to destination. The use of
fixed relay stations is necessary for increasing cell capacity
and improving the base station coverage region. Through the
usage of fixed relay station, the battery life of the subscriber
mobile station and power required by the mobile user during
transmission can be saved. Relay stations cannot be used to
eliminate the white spots in wireless network broadcasting
area because they can only function as a booster or amplifier.
It has been noted that relay station can only be used to
increase the capability of the system but fails to increase the
broadcasting area of the wireless grid.
The utilization of relay stations and repeaters has been
discussed by Davydov et al. [16]. Again through using relay
stations, the broadcasting area of the wireless grid cannot
be increased; it can only be used to increase the capability
of the system in real time scenario. The problem of noise
and interference has been observed when a large number of
repeaters are being commissioned in the broadcasting area of
a single base station. Consequently, this results in decreasing
the broadcasting area of serving base station.
The commissioning of distributed wireless sensor nodes
with fixed battery source to eliminate white spots has been
proposed by Jaichandran et al. [11]. By deploying wireless
sensor grid nodes, we can reduce the white spots and can
extend the life of the grid but for the time being only.
Consequently, the commissioning of wireless sensor grid
nodes is not a feasible and long term solution as it still fails
to trace the white spots in the wireless grid broadcasting
region. Another important point in general to be noted is
that wireless sensor nodes are battery operated and are having
very small data rate due to which the proposed solution is not
very feasible.
Kan et al. in [17] have presented a solution according
to which the deployment of dual channel scheme could be
feasible to avoid white spots in WiMAX grid. The proposed
idea is as follows. Due to the obstructions in grid broadcasting
area, when blind/white spots appear, GPS technology will be
used to provide location estimation services to the mobile
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users through utilizing dual channel positioning systems. It
can help to avoid blind spots in grid broadcasting area. But the
main drawback of GPS technology is that it is not available to
mobile users when they are present in an underground road,
underpass, railway tunnel, or the basement of a building.
Hence again, the deployment of dual channel scheme, which
is basically founded in GSM grids and GPS technology,
cannot eliminate blind spots in a wireless broadcasting area.
Further, since GPS is based on satellite technology, which
is often affected by weather storms and can cause complete
telecommunication blackout on earth, the idea of using dual
channel positioning system for avoiding blind spots in GSM
grid broadcasting area is also not technically very efficient.
Lu and Wu have proposed the idea of using two-hop relay
stations [18] in cellular grids to improve the performance
and to remove the dilemma of dead spots or white spots
present in the broadcasting area of cellular grids. The usage
of two-hop relay stations might be useful for increasing
capacity of cell and for the enhancement of broadcasting
area of cell. Two-hop relay stations can be used to eliminate
the white spots located in cellular grid broadcasting region
but this will increase the capital cost of the communication
system. Another point is that relay station will be acting as
an amplifier or booster. Two-hop relay stations may increase
the capability of cellular grid but fail to increase broadcasting
region of cellular grid. Thus the method proposed here is not
cost effective [18, 19].
The problem of blind spots in wireless sensor grids has
also been addressed by Jin et al. [20]. Their proposed solution
is based on Voronoi graph which basically relies on statistical
formulas. Voronoi graph is used to locate blind spots, which
are calculated by different wireless sensor nodes present in the
wireless grid broadcasting area. The Voronoi graph analyzes
the data of the wireless sensor grid broadcasting area by using
statistical tools. The statistical techniques like Voronoi graph
when used in real time scenario actually fail to detect blind
spots in the wireless sensor grid broadcasting area due to their
probabilistic approach.

4. Problem Statement
In WiMAX grid broadcasting region, call drop occurs due
to obstacles, obstructions, and hurdles present in the path of
WiMAX mobile user and WiMAX base station. These regions
of nonsignal coverage areas are also referred to as white
spots which is the major reason behind weak broadcasting of
WiMAX base station. The primary motive for conducting this
research is to propose a practical, efficient, and cost effective
solution to avoid nonsignal coverage regions, that is, white
spots in WiMAX grid broadcasting region. The proposed
solution will be able to provide uninterruptible connectivity
from mobile subscriber to the base station.

5. Proposed Model
White spots present in WiMAX broadcasting region cannot
be eliminated through the utilization of WiMAX mesh architecture, so to counter this dilemma, an innovative scheme
based on cognitive heterogeneous wireless grid is proposed.
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Cognitive heterogeneous approach has been adopted in this
work to utilize the existing GSM services. To continuously
access the real time applications such as voice, video, and data
in a mobility scenario, the WiMAX mobile subscriber holding
a cognitive mobile device will be exploiting a heterogeneous
scheme. Through utilizing the heterogeneous approach, vertical handoff and switching towards GSM grid will be automatically triggered by cognitive mobile subscriber without any
intervention or delay in the scenario of white spots, where the
WiMAX grid is not available to accommodate the continuity
of the call. Hence the dilemma of disconnection or call cutoff
can be avoided by using heterogeneous approach. The signal
loss will occur differentially with respect to time when the
user will enter in the domain of white spots. Hence, we can say
that when the WiMAX subscriber is entering in the nonsignal
coverage regions, that is, white spots, there will be no sudden
transform in the subscriber’s Received Signal Strength (RSS).
The Mobile Unit (MU) continuously stores the information
about RSS collected at Forward Channel (FC) in its buffer
during the event of decrease in RSS with respect to time.
For certain optimized interval of time it will find the first
derivative 𝑑(RSS)/𝑑𝑡. The decision for horizontal or vertical
handoff is taken on the basis of calculated result of second
derivate 𝑑2 (RSS)/𝑑𝑡2 . In the proposed design, priority is
given to horizontal handoff. When the problem of white spot
occurs, the WiMAX MU hunt for alternative WiMAX base
station present in the nearby vicinity is initiated. If WiMAX
MU succeeds in its hunt, then horizontal handoff procedure
is executed and MU is handed over to WiMAX BS present in
the nearby vicinity. If RSS is approaching critical value, then
MU switches to GSM grid and vertical handoff is initiated.
The following subsection contains the detail about it.
5.1. Grid Selection Criteria. The grid selection is performed
on the basis of RSSI levels and required Quality of Service
(QoS). When the RSSI levels at the WiMAX mobile subscriber drop below the desired threshold limit for maintaining connectivity to base station, then the selection of
handoff from one type of grid to another type of grid is
initiated. In this study the authors have tried to utilize
the existing GSM services [9, 12] instead of commissioning
the new base station. Hence the projected strategy is more
effectual in terms of cost than its predecessors. Figure 3 shows
the incorporation between GSM/WiMAX grid and 802.21
information server backhaul connectivity [21].
The main improvement of projected approach is that
it does not rely on the principles of point to multipoint
technique as in case of homogenous method [22] where
all operations of the grid activity are managed and apprehended by a single base station. We can utilize homogenous
method efficiently to eliminate white spots, when there are
a large number of base stations commissioned in a specific
broadcasting area. The capital expenditure of the WiMAX
mesh grid will significantly multiply when a large number
of base stations are commissioned in a specific broadcasting
area. Thus WiMAX mesh architecture is not viable to be
commissioned in a metropolitan area grid [12, 21].
The technologies such as WiMAX and GSM being utilized
in the proposed method support the mobile subscriber
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WiMAX 802.16e

White spot

WiMAX 802.16e

Presently WiMAX user is connected
to WiMAX network

WiMAX
subscriber
GSM 900/1800 MHz

802.21
information server
IP backbone

False

Occurrence of
white spot

True

Figure 3: Cognitive heterogeneous approach of proposed model.
Try to locate
WiMAX BS

when present in a vehicle moving at 140 km/hr. During the
scenario of horizontal handoff when a neighboring WiMAX
base station is not present in the nearby vicinity of WiMAX
grid, then vertical handoff is initiated to another wireless
grid present in the area, which avoids the odds of call drop
[21].
To disentangle the dilemma of white spots in WiMAX
grid broadcasting area, a projected model based on cognitive
heterogeneous wireless grid approach is depicted in Figure 3.
The vertical handoff scenario of mobile subscriber from
WiMAX base station to GSM base station and vice versa
during the development of white spot has been elaborated
with the help of flowchart in Figure 4 [3].
Figure 5 shows the vertical handoff scheme from WiMAX
to GSM grids and vice versa along with customized edition of IEEE 802.21 protocols which is most suitable to
our research approach. The handoff procedure of mobile
WiMAX when used in heterogeneous grid is depicted in
Figure 5. Initially, the WiMAX mobile user is connected to
the WiMAX grid and is accessing voice and data services
from the WiMAX grid. The RSSI value starts to fall below
the desire threshold value required for maintaining connectivity between the WiMAX mobile station and WiMAX
base station as the white spot crops up. Now handoff is
required for avoiding communication disconnectivity, so the
802.21 information server will search for the availability
of the neighboring Public Land Mobile Grid (PMLN) by
sending MIH GET Information.request to 802.21 information server. Now when the PLMN is located (which in this
case is GSM grid), the 802.21 information server will send
MIH Link Detected message to mobile station. On receiving
MIH Link Detected message, the mobile station will now
send MIH Candidate Query.request to 802.21 information
server for handoff to GSM grid base station. Now 802.21
information server will send MIH Candidate Query.confirm
to mobile station which confirms that resources are available for handoff to GSM base station. Now mobile station will initiate handoff to GSM base station by sending
MIH Handover Commit command. When handoff to GSM
base station is completed, GSM base station will be acknowledged by sending MIH Link Handover Complete command
to mobile station [21, 23].

True

False
Try to locate GSM network and
handoff to GSM network

Presence of initial
WiMAX network

False

True
Handoff back to WiMAX network

Figure 4: Flowchart of network selection.

During this alternative connectivity between the
WiMAX mobile station and GSM grid, the mobile station
also searches for the availability of the previous initial
WiMAX grid by listening to MIH Link PDU Transmit
Status, which is repeatedly broadcast by 802.21 information
server. If previous (initial) WiMAX grid becomes available,
then the WiMAX mobile station will first check the RSS
value by MIH Link Detected. If the RSS value is above
the minimum threshold level required for maintaining
connectivity between the mobile station and WiMAX
base station, then the mobile station will follow the same
previous step of sending MIH Candidate Query.request
to IEEE 802.21 information server [7, 21, 23]. Now 802.21
information server will send MIH Candidate Query.confirm
to mobile station which confirms that resources are available
for handoff back to initial WiMAX base station. Now
mobile station will initiate handoff to WiMAX base
station by sending MIH Handover Commit command.
When handoff to WiMAX base station is completed, then
WiMAX base station will be acknowledged by sending
MIH Link Handover Complete command to mobile station
[21, 23].
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MIH_Switch.request
MIH_Switch.confirm
MIH_Handover_Commit
MIH_Link_Handover_Complete
MIH_Link_PDU_Transmit_Status

Figure 5: Cognitive mobile handoff procedure.

5.2. Handoff between WiMAX and GSM Grids. Whenever a
handoff is triggered from WiMAX to GSM grid, the GSM
handover message is encapsulated in the container which is
the element of WiMAX grid. The GSM handover message
encapsulated in the WiMAX grid container looks exactly
the same as it has been sent to GSM radio interface. On
the other hand the mobile station consists of two separate
and specific WiMAX and GSM parts. The GSM handover

message encapsulated in WiMAX container will be received
at the WiMAX specific part of the mobile station. Then this
GSM handover message will be extracted here and passed
to the GSM specific part of the mobile station as shown in
Figure 6. As we know that WiMAX and GSM are different
technologies, it is difficult to compare the results between
these technologies. Hence, to overcome this problem, we
calculate the results on the basis of threshold. Same procedure
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Common WiMAX and GSM part
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network
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of mobile
terminal

WiMAX
base station
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part of mobile
terminal

Handoff decision is based on RSS
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GSM network

GSM
base station

WiMAX mobile station

Figure 6: WiMAX to GSM handover.

of handoff is repeated when handoff is performed from GSM
to WiMAX grid [24, 25].
In case of handoff from GSM to WiMAX grid, WiMAX
handover message is encapsulated in the container which is
the element of GSM grid. The WiMAX handover message
encapsulated in GSM container will be received at the
GSM specific part of the mobile station. Then this WiMAX
handover message will be extracted here and passed to the
WiMAX specific part of the mobile station as shown in
Figure 7. The common part of WiMAX and GSM mobile
terminal is a user interface LCD, which shows Received
Signal Strength parameters of WiMAX and GSM grids [24,
25].
The cognitive mobile user is handed over to GSM base
station present in the GSM grid, when white spot crops
up and RSSI level declines below a certain threshold, that
is, the minimum level required for retaining connectivity
to WiMAX base station present in the WiMAX grid. The
cognitive mobile user remains connected to base station of
GSM grid unless the WiMAX grid base station is once more
accessible for connectivity and is offering again good RSSI
level for communication to WiMAX grid. In the scenario
where there is no WiMAX base station present in nearby
vicinity, the cognitive mobile user present in the GSM grid
can even initiate horizontal handoff between GSM base
stations unless WiMAX base station with good RSSI level is
available within reach of the cognitive mobile user. When the
desired appropriate threshold value in terms of RSSI level is
sent to cognitive mobile user, then vertical handoff can be

initiated back to WiMAX grid. WiMAX cognitive mobile user
can initiate horizontal handoff between different WiMAX
base stations present in the WiMAX grid on the foundation
of good threshold value and RSSI levels [26].
5.3. Distance Formula. During the vertical and horizontal
handoff, the MS moves along 𝑥- and 𝑦-axis and changes its
position. The distance formula is utilized to compute the gap
between starting and ending point. If the specified points are
(𝑥1, 𝑦1) and (𝑥2, 𝑦2), the distance between these points is
specified by the distance formula as below [27]
2

𝑑 = √((𝑥2 − 𝑥1)2 + (𝑦2 − 𝑦1) ).

(1)

5.4. Received Signal Strength Formula. The Received Signal
Strength is an essential parameter which helps to decide when
to initiate handoff in order to avoid call drop and maintain
connectivity [28]. It can be calculated as
RSS = 10 log (𝑒) × log (

1
1
) = 4.343 × log ( 2 ) .
𝑑2
𝑑

(2)

5.5. Radio Access Selection Formula. The Radio Access Selection (RAS) parameter decides to initiate handoff on the basis
of throughput based on its Signal to Interference Noise Ratio
(SINR). According to Shannon’s formula, RAS is given as [29]
RAS = 𝐵 ⋅ log 2 (1 + SINR (𝑗)) ,

(3)
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Figure 7: GSM to WiMAX handover.

where 𝐵 is the system bandwidth per radio access and
SINR(𝑗) is the signal to interference plus noise ratio practiced
by mobile user in a particular radio access domain [29].

where 𝐴 is terrain coefficient for terrain 𝐶, 𝛾 is known as path
loss exponent, 𝑑 is the gap between transmitter and receiver
equipment, and 𝑆 is the shadowing effect [31, 34–36].

5.6. Channel Capacity Formula. We can also calculate
WiMAX and GSM channel capacity, which tells us about the
current condition of the channel and how much data rate can
be supported by the channel [30]. It can be calculated as

5.8. Free-Space Path Loss Formula. According to Free Space
Path Loss (FSPL), the more far a receiving antenna from the
transmitting antenna is, the less signal strength it will receive
[31, 37]. FSPL can be calculated as

𝐶 = 𝐵 ⋅ log 2 (1 + SNR) ,

(4)

FSPL = 10 log (

Pt
),
Pr

(7)

where 𝐵 is channel bandwidth which is different for WiMAX
and GSM channel and SNR is the ratio of communication
signal to the Gaussian noise interference [30, 31].

where the transmitted power is Pt and received power is Pr
[37].

5.7. Path Loss Formula. 𝛾 known as path loss exponent relies
on the transmission surroundings in which the signal is
propagated. Propagation environment consists of the objects
or obstacles present in the transmitter and receiver path [31–
33]. Path loss exponent can be calculated as

5.9. Two-Ray Path Loss Model Formula. By using two-ray
path loss model, the MS can easily estimate its distance from
the neighboring base station to serving base station by measuring RSSI value. Two-ray path loss model can be calculated
as [38]

𝛾 = 𝑎 − 𝑏 ⋅ ℎ (BTS) +

𝑐
,
ℎ (BTS)

(5)

where 𝑎, 𝑏, and 𝑐 are terrain coefficients which depend on
different terrain types 𝐴, 𝐵, and 𝐶. ℎ(BTS) represents the base
station antenna height [32]. Similarly path loss for terrain type
𝐶 can be calculated as
PL = 𝐴 + 10𝛾 log 10 (

𝑑
) + 𝑆,
𝑑0

(6)

Pr =

(Pt ⋅ Gt ⋅ Gr ⋅ ht ⋅ hr)
,
𝑑4

(8)

where Pr represents the received power which is to be
measured from Pt (BS transmitting power). Gt is the antenna
gain of transmitter, Gr is the antenna gain of receiver, ht is
the transmitting antenna height, hr is the receiving antenna
height, and 𝑑 is gap between the MS and neighboring base
station [38, 39].
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Table 1: Range of input parameters of Hata model [38].

Carrier frequency
Base antenna height
Mobile antenna height
Distance 𝑑

1.5 GHz to 2 GHz
30 m to 300 m
1 m to 10 m
1 km to 20 km

Table 2: Range of input parameter for WiMAX cell radius [40].
WiMAX cell radius
LOS
NLOS
Indoor CPE

Full featured
30 to 50 km
4 to 9 km
1 to 2 km

5.10. Channel Modelling and WiMAX Cell Radius. In channel
modelling, it is quite difficult to model the actual real time
environment. Most of the simulation models are developed
on the basis of empirical models. Empirical models use
statistical tools to measure the broadcasting area of grid.
By using empirical models, we cannot efficiently perform
network planning of grid broadcasting areas, because empirical models are based on statistical probability. COST 231
extension to Hata model is the most suitable empirical model
which can be utilized for handoff algorithm. According to
IEEE 802.16e, Hata model operating frequency band is 2 to
6 GHz within a cell radius of 1 to 3 miles and has mobility up
to 120 km/h. For macrocell network planning environment,
Hata path loss model is widely used for coverage calculation,
where the base station antenna height must be above the
rooftop level of the buildings adjacent to the base station
[40, 41].
According to European Cooperative for Scientific and
Technical (COST) research, the Hata model for 2 GHz is
given as [40]
PLurban (𝑑) dB
= 46.3 + 33.9 log 10 (fc) − 13.82 log 10 (ht) − 𝑎 (hr) (9)
+ (44.9 − 6.55 log 10 (ht)) log 10 (𝑑) + CM,
where CM is 0 dB for medium size cities and suburban areas
and 3 dB for metropolitan areas [40, 42]. The range of input
parameters of Hata model is shown in Table 1. There are
three categories of WiMAX cell such as interior self-installed
Customer Premises Equipment (CPE), near line of sight
(NLOS), and line of sight (LOS). The input parameters range
of WiMAX cells with full featured configuration is shown in
Table 2 [40].

6. Simulation Results
For implementation of our proposed model, we have used
Microsoft Visual Studio, which provides a complete set of
development tools for building XML web services, desktop
applications, mobile applications, and ASP.NET Web applications [43]. The simulated topology for wireless grids based
on cognitive heterogeneous method is equipped with 802.21
information server which has backhaul IP connectivity with

two GSM and three WiMAX base stations. In the event of
occurrence of white spots when RSSI value falls below the
required threshold level for maintaining connectivity to
WiMAX base station, the cognitive mobile user first initiates
a vertical handoff to the GSM base station in order to avoid
call drop. This vertical handoff of cognitive mobile user from
WiMAX network base station to GSM network base station is
imminent since there is no other WiMAX base station present
in the nearby vicinity of cognitive mobile user. Once entered
in the GSM network, the cognitive mobile user has to perform
horizontal handoff from one GSM base station to another
while remaining inside the GSM grid. When WiMAX grid
base station is once again present in the vicinity of cognitive
mobile user with the required RSSI threshold level for maintaining connectivity for an ongoing call, then vertical handoff
will be executed by cognitive mobile user backward to the
preliminary WiMAX grid. Once a cognitive mobile user is
back in the preliminary WiMAX grid, it can now execute a
horizontal handoff on the basis of required RSSI threshold
level within the WiMAX grid from one WiMAX base station
to another to maintain connectivity for an ongoing call. If
a WiMAX mobile station user is currently connected to a
WiMAX base station and the RSS value starts to fall below
the threshold limit, then WiMAX handover process will
trigger. The WiMAX mobile station will scan the neighboring
WiMAX base stations and will decide to stay or to switch
to another cell on the basis of RSS threshold limit. We have
implemented the heterogeneous model for WiMAX 802.16e
mobile user. The topology comprises three WiMAX base
stations and two GSM base stations having backbone IP connectivity with 802.21 information server as shown in Figure 8.
IEEE 802.21 standard provides media independent handover
services and interoperability between different wireless and
fixed grids. The simulation parameters being used for vertical
and horizontal handoff have been shown in Figure 9. The
input parameters based on WiMAX cell channel modeling
being used for simulation are shown in Figure 10. For medium
size cities and suburbs, the CM is 0 dB and, for metropolitan
areas, it is 3 dB [40]. The Hata model is restricted to use the
range of parameters being shown in Figure 10 [44]. WiMAX
cell radius is categorized into three respective categories: line
of sight (LoS), near line of sight (NLoS), and indoor selfinstalled Customer Premises Equipment (CPE) [45].
6.1. Mobile Assisted IEEE 802.21 Handoff Protocols. IEEE
802.21 is a media independent handover algorithm. IEEE
802.21 has both terminal initiated and grid initiated handover.
In terminal initiated handover, the cognitive user terminal
exchanges different protocols with IEEE 802.21 information
server via the serving base station, whenever the problem of
white spots occurs because handoff to neighboring grid base
station becomes necessary. During the handoff process, the
cognitive user terminal and IEEE 802.21 information server
exchange different kinds of link and MIH events as shown in
Figure 11.
6.2. Grid Assisted IEEE 802.21 Handoff Protocols. The grid
assisted handoffs are initiated by grid and grid mainly controls the handoff procedure. Here the grid uses MIH events,
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Figure 8: Simulation topology.

Figure 9: Simulation parameters.

Figure 10: WiMAX system evaluation parameters.

set of commands, and information from the information
server to decide that handoff is required or not. If a vertical
handoff is required, then the grid finds the target base station
of an alternative grid and sends the command to cognitive
mobile user to do the handoff to the desired base station.
In grid assisted handoff, the grid controls all the steps of
disconnection from the previous grid point of attachment to
the new grid point of attachment. During the grid assisted

handoff process, different MIH events which are exchanged
between grid and IEEE 802.21 information server are shown
in Figure 12 [26, 46].
6.3. Grid Access Security Steps. Whenever a cognitive mobile
station has to connect to point of attachment in a grid, it has
to pass through different grid access security steps, in order to
authenticate itself. In step 1, the grid access authentication is
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Figure 13: IEEE 802.21 network access security steps.
Figure 11: Mobile assisted IEEE 802.21 handoff protocols.

Figure 12: Network assisted IEEE 802.21 handoff protocols.

used to authenticate the cognitive mobile station to authenticate itself with the authentication server, before connecting
to the point of attachment in the grid. In step 2, during
secure association session, ciphering keys are used between
the cognitive mobile station and authentication server. These
keys are used to secure the link layer connectivity between
the cognitive mobile station and authentication server. After
successful grid access authentication and secure association,
in step 3 (which is access control and ciphering), link layer
data frames are exchanged between mobile node and point
of attachment. Figure 13 shows the grid access security steps
[47–49].
The decaying signal graphs due to white spot are shown
in Figures 14(a) and 14(b). When Received Signal Strength
starts decreasing and the connectivity of the mobile station
with the current WiMAX base station starts to fail, it can
result in the call drop if an alternative handoff is not initiated
on time. The occurrence of the white spots is caused by
the change in channel conditions which are sudden and
cannot be predicted before time in real time wireless grid
architecture.

Figures 15(a) and 15(b) show the graphs of the growing signal of GSM grid, where a cognitive mobile user
performs a vertical handoff to neighboring GSM grid base
station because there is no alternative WiMAX base station available in the vicinity and horizontal handoff is
impossible to perform. The other reason for this vertical
handoff is the good Received Signal Strength of the GSM grid
base station. Due to the occurrence of white spots, the signal starts to decay and MS interhandoff from WiMAX to
GSM base station takes place in order to maintain connectivity during the call, on the basis of good RSSI values from
the GSM base station. It has been depicted in Figure 16(a).
Figure 16(b) shows an empirical model of signal strength of
GSM grid with respect to the distance covered by mobile
station towards the GSM base station, where a cognitive
mobile user performs a vertical handoff to neighboring
GSM grid base station as there is no alternative WiMAX
base station available in the vicinity so horizontal handoff
is impossible to perform. Another reason for this vertical
handoff is the good Received Signal Strength of the GSM grid
base station.
Figures 17(a) and 17(b) show the graphs of growing signal
of WiMAX grid, where a cognitive mobile user performs a
vertical handoff back to the initial WiMAX grid base station
as initial WiMAX grid becomes available in the vicinity so no
horizontal handoff is required within the GSM grid. Another
reason for this vertical handoff back to initial WiMAX
grid is the good Received Signal Strength of the WiMAX
grid base station. In context to support the real time and
killer multimedia applications, the cognitive mobile user will
always prefer initial WiMAX grid over alternative GSM grid
due to high data rate and greater broadcasting in near LoS
communication.
Figure 18 shows the hysteresis margin, when a call drops
due to white spot because the Received Signal Strength
from serving base station falls below the required limit
to main connectivity and therefore a handoff is required
to the neighboring WiMAX base station for maintaining
connectivity to the WiMAX grid.
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Table 3: RSS of WiMAX mobile station user with respect to WiMAX and GSM grids.
Current received
signal strength (RSS)

Radio access
selection

−29 dBm > −31 dBm

1251 dBHz

Currently in WiMAX grid

−31 dBm < −30 dBm

600 dBHz

White spot has occurred and efforts to locate neighboring
WiMAX base station for horizontal handoff are
performed, but handoff fails as neighboring WiMAX base
station is not present

51.31 dBm

4500 dBHz

44.46 dBm

4500 dBHz

𝑇5 = vertical handoff to
WiMAX grid

47.9 dBm

1274 dBHz

𝑇6 = horizontal handoff in
WiMAX grid

44.14 dBm

2549 dBHz

𝑇4 = horizontal handoff in
GSM grid

164

10

155.6

152.8

30086

27351

24616

21881

19146

16411

13676

2736
Signal strength (dBm)

158.4

10941

0

161.2
Signal strength (msec) (dBm)

Neighboring GSM grid located with good RSS; now
vertical handoff to GSM base station is initiated
As WiMAX grid is not located yet the mobile user can
initiate horizontal handoff within GSM grid to
neighboring GSM base station
Initial WiMAX grid located with good RSS; now vertical
handoff to initial WiMAX grid base station is initiated
A new WiMAX base station is present so mobile user can
initiate horizontal handoff within WiMAX grid to
neighboring WiMAX base station.

8206

𝑇0 = above threshold limit
𝑇1 = below threshold limit;
white spot occurred
𝑇2 = searching neighboring
WiMAX base station till 20 s
and failed
𝑇3 = vertical handoff to
GSM grid

Current handoff status
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Figure 14: Occurrence of white spot.

Table 3 shows the Received Signal Strength and optimized
time of current handoff status of the mobile station user with
respect to WiMAX and GSM base stations and scenarios
such as horizontal and vertical handoffs within same grid or
different wireless GSM and WiMAX grids.

7. WiMAX and Its Relation to
Internet of Things (IoT)
First of all, we briefly talk about sensor network because it
is the most essential component of Internet of Things (IoT).

Sensor network is basically a network of one or more sensor
nodes, which communicate with each other through wired
and wireless technologies [50, 51]. There are three main
architectures of sensor networks found in the literature: flat
architecture (in a multihop style, data is transferred from
static sensor nodes to the sink node), two-layer architecture
(to collect data from sensor nodes, more static and mobile
sink nodes are deployed), and three-layer architecture (multiple sensor networks are connected together on the Internet).
Therefore, IoT follows three-layer architecture [52]. We refer
the readers to [53] where authors have listed 54 application
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domains of sensor networks under twelve categories: smart
cities, smart environment, smart water, smart metering,
security and emergencies, retail, logistics, industrial control,
smart agriculture, smart animal farming, domestic and home
automation, and eHealth.
The concept of sensor network is existing long time
before IoT was introduced. Hence, we can say that sensor
network is not a concept that emerged with the IoT. However,
the usage of sensor networks was very limited to achieve
some specific purposes, such as environment monitoring
[54], agriculture [55], medical care [56], event detection [57],
and structural health monitoring [58]. Additionally, there are
three categories of sensor networks that comprise the IoT
[59]: Body Sensor Networks (BSN), Object Sensor Networks
(OSN), and Environment Sensor Networks (ESN).
There are other technologies such as ad hoc networks
that can also complement the sensing and communication
infrastructure in IoT paradigm but these are clearly different
from sensor networks and have many weaknesses. The
differences are comprehensively discussed in [50]. Most of
the sensors deployed today are wireless. There are several

−35

Distance (meters)
RSS

(b) RSS

Figure 16: Occurrence of white spot and handoff to GSM.

major wireless technologies used to build wireless sensor
networks: wireless personal area network (WPAN) (e.g.,
Bluetooth), wireless local area network (WLAN) (e.g., WiFi), Wireless Metropolitan Area Network (WMAN) (e.g.,
WiMAX), wireless wide area network (WWAN) (e.g., 2G and
3G networks), and satellite network (e.g., GPS) [52].
Most of the sensors are deployed in a wireless fashion
and WiMAX is a major wireless platform to provide cost
effective multimedia services to the users. On the other side,
IoT follows three-layer architecture of sensor networks. The
research work carried out in this paper is vital to provide
consistent and efficient service to a mobile user in the context
of IoT paradigm.
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8. Conclusion and Future Work
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Figure 18: Hysteresis margin.

The invention of wireless technologies in telecommunications industry has changed our lives and WiMAX is one of
the leading technologies in the wireless domain, which has
enormous prospects in future. In this paper, we have highlighted how white spot problem in broadcasting operation
of WiMAX grids can be eliminated by utilizing horizontal
and vertical handoff mechanisms in wireless grids based on
the foundation of cognitive heterogeneous approaches. The
proposed model based on horizontal and vertical handoff
mechanisms is very cost effective in terms of providing
economical real time services of voice, data, and streaming
video to cognitive mobile subscribers.
Through detailed and comprehensive simulation experiments, we have shown how the problem of white spots
can be avoided in different scenarios, that is, when a mobile
subscriber switches from WiMAX base station to GSM
and vice versa. We have clearly shown through simulation
results how the signal grows from WiMAX/GSM grid,
when a user performs a handoff in an efficient and timely
manner.
The event of interhandoff state between two different
technologies from WiMAX to satellite will be simulated
in forthcoming research. The main intention for initiation
of interhandoff between two different technologies from
WiMAX to satellite by mobile subscriber is to retain connectivity in the event of occurrence of white spot, when there is
no accessible opportunity for handoff to terrestrial wireless
grid technologies.
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